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Abstract. Peridynamics is a recent nonlocal theory of continuum mechanics that is suitable to describe fracture problems in solid
mechanics. In this paper, a new failure criterion based on the stress field is developed by adopting the damage correspondence
model in the ordinary state-based peridynamic theory. The proposed stress tensor-based failure criterion is capable of predicting
more accurately crack propagation in the mixed mode I-II fracture problems different from other failure criteria in peridynamics.
The effectiveness of the proposed model is demonstrated by performing several examples of mixed-mode dynamic fracture in
brittle materials.
Keywords: State-based peridynamics; fracture criteria; dynamic crack propagation; mixed-mode loading.

1. Introduction
Predicting the failure of a component in consequence of the nucleation and propagation of cracks is still a challenging
problem for the computational mechanics community [1-3]. Numerous theories and numerical methods have been developed in
the last decades in order to capture the complex phenomena that control the driving force of the crack nucleation and
propagation [4-9]. Numerical methods based on the classical theory of mechanics, such as the eXended Finite Element Method
(XFEM) [10], circumvent the problem related to the undefined spatial derivatives in the proximity of discontinuities by means of
ad hoc auxiliary equations to decide how the crack propagates in the medium. Such auxiliary equations become cumbersome
especially in 3D analysis characterized by complex crack patterns. Other strategies for studying the crack propagation adopt
interface elements and Cohesive Zone Models (CZM) [11-13] which can be mainly applied if the region where the crack path
should appear is known a priori. Moreover, the crack path may be strongly sensitive to the type of adopted discretization. Recently,
the Phase-Field method [14] has shown a great potential in treating discontinuities such as fracture and damage, but it has some
limitations such as the nucleation is based on strain energy density and not on stress tensor, spurious branching formation and
inconsistency of branching patterns are observed with respect to the ones observed in experiments. However, differently from all
the other theories, peridynamics (PD), a new nonlocal theory of continuum developed by Silling and Silling et al. [15, 16] is capable
of treating the fracture with extreme simplicity [17-34]. PD is classified as nonlocal since the governing equation of motion is
defined by assuming that any material point of a body can interact with each other if their distance is within a certain length
called horizon. This length can be related to the length scale of the material as well as the phenomenon studied [35-37]. In PD,
crack nucleation and propagation in a medium is commonly introduced by removing the interaction between the material points
(called bond) if the stretch of the bond is above a certain stretch whose value is related to the fracture energy of the material in
mode I [17]. This critical stretch-based failure criterion is mainly introduced for studying the crack propagation in mode I of
fracture. Indeed, although bonds can break under shear deformation, the criterion neglects the contribution of deviatoric part of
the deformation energy to the total elastic energy stored in the bond. In order to overcome this shortcoming, another criterion
based on the energy stored in a bond is proposed in [38], while a similar energy-based failure criterion is employed in [39]
including the J-integral computation in the proximity of the crack tip. However, both criteria have been tested only by performing
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simulations under mode I loading. More complex failure criteria such as the equivalent strain criterion presented in [40] and the
standard Johnson-Cook damage model presented in [41] have been applied by adopting the correspondence material model
introduced by Silling [42]. According to this model, the material model from the local theory of mechanics is combined with the
nonlocal capabilities of PD. According to the correspondence material model, the classical failure criteria adopted in the classical
theory of mechanics can be used for deciding when a bond should be broken. In this way, both deviatoric and volumetric strains
during the fracture process are taken into account to make the model more suitable for studying the crack propagation under
mixed-mode I-II loading.
So far, to the authors' knowledge, no studies have been carried out in order to apply the correspondence material models
introduced in [42] for studying the dynamic mixed-mode I-II fracture in brittle materials. Therefore, this work aims to develop a
new failure criterion for PD which is based on the use of a failure criterion commonly adopted in the classical mechanics, such as
the Maximum Normal Stress Criterion (MNSC) mainly used to predict the failure in brittle materials in the framework of the
classical theory of mechanics. In order to achieve this goal, the classical MNSC has to be adapt to the nonlocal nature of PD. By
doing so, substantial advantages can be obtained thanks to the reliable results given by the classical failure criteria and the ease
of peridynamic formulation to simulate the crack propagation. We remark that with the proposed method other failure criteria
such as Tresca and Mises criteria might be employed, the choice of using the MNSC is based on the fact that the dynamic crack
propagation in brittle materials is simulated in this work. After an overview of the state-based peridynamic theory given in Sect. 2,
we introduce the new failure criterion based on the classic stress tensor which takes inspiration from the approach proposed by
[16] in Sect. 3. Then in Sect. 4, we simulate some benchmark problems of dynamic crack propagation of mixed I-II fracture to
validate our criterion. Finally, the conclusions are highlighted in Sect. 6. It should be remarked here that the interested reader may
refer to [16] for more details on the mathematical operations used in state-based PD.

2. Overview of Ordinary State-based Peridynamics
The integro-differential equation of motion deﬁned by PD [37] can be expressed at each material point x of a body at the
instant of time t as
ɺɺ (x, t ) = ∫  T [x, t ]〈p − x〉− T [p, t ]〈x − p〉 dVp + b (x, t )
ρ ( x) y



(1)

Hx

ɺɺ is the acceleration vector of point x,
where  is the mass density, y is the current position vector of the material point, y
T [x,t ]〈p − x〉 is the force state associated with the bond  = p - x and applied to point x (called the source point), dVP is the
infinitesimal volume associated to point p (called the family point), Hx is the neighborhood of x (a circle in 2D domains centered
at the source point with radius  called horizon) and b is the body vector forces. Let us define the following PD variables such as
the reference position state X , the displacement state Y and the deformation state U as

X〈p − x〉 = p − x
U〈p − x〉 = u (p, t ) − u (x, t )

(2)

Y〈p − x〉 = X〈p − x〉 + U〈p − x〉
Assuming the constitutive model called Linear Peridynamic Solid (LPS), introduced in [41], the force state of the ordinary statebased PD for plane stress problems can be expressed by [40]
2
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(3)

where θ stands for the PD scalar-valued function dilatation function computed for plane stress condition in [43] as

θ=

2 (2υ − 1) ω x • e
q
(υ − 1)

(4)

in which ω demotes the influence function (i.e., the weight of the single bond in the overall computation), x represents the
reference position scalar state (which maps a bond to its undeformed length in the initial configuration), e = Y − X is the
scalar extension (elongation) state and q is the weighted volume/area of the neighborhood (horizon region) in 2D deﬁned by

q = ∫ ω x.xdV

(5)

Hx

e d = e − θ X / 3 stands for the scalar deviatoric state component of the bond elongation, K is the bulk modulus,  is the shear
modulus and  is Poisson’s ratio. The local damage, interpreted as local degradation of the mechanical behavior, can be defined
uniquely at every point by breaking irreversibly the bonds connecting to the family points when a failure criterion is met (i.e., s >
s0). The criterion, commonly adopted by the PD community, is based on the concept of the critical stretch s0, where the stretch of a
bond s is defined as
s=

e〈p − x〉
X〈p − x〉

(6)

The critical stretch is derived from the fracture energy of the material G0 in mode I [17], hence the bond breaks when its
stretch is higher than the critical stretch. Noting that such a failure criterion neglects completely the contribution of the
deviatoric part of the deformation to the total stored elastic energy in the bond. Indeed, this criterion is originally introduced in
bond-based PD formulation [17] for dealing with mode I brittle fracture problems. At this point, the damage at the material point
x can be computed as
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λ (p − x, t )dVp

Hx

∫

(7)
dVp

Hx

where λ is a scalar-valued function which assumes the value 1 if the bond is active and 0 if the bond is broken. ϕ = 0 means
the undamaged state, while ϕ = 1 implies the complete separation of the source point of all the family points. The most
common method to implement a PD model numerically is based on a strong-form meshfree scheme [17]. In this way, the whole
domain is discretized through a uniform grid of nodes with grid spacing x = y for 2D analyses. A spatial one-point Gauss
quadrature is adopted so that each node xi is located at the center of its assigned volume Vi = (x)2 tb, being tb the thickness of the
analyzed body. Therefore, (1) can be rewritten in the discrete form as

{

}

ɺɺ in = ∑ T xin  〈xnj − xni 〉 − T  xnj  〈xni − xnj 〉 β j Vj + bni
ρi y
 
 
jεFi

(8)

where the summation runs over the list of family nodes Fi within the neighborhood of xi, n stands for the considered time step
and β j , called the volume correction factor, is introduced for computing the portion of the volume of the family node xj covered
by the neighborhood Hxi . In this work, the volume correction factor is calculated according to the algorithm adopted in [44]. (8) is
solved in time making use of the explicit Velocity-Verlet scheme:

yɺ

n+

1
2

∆t ɺɺ n
= yɺ n +
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yn +1 = yn + ∆t yɺ
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+
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2

(9)

∆t ɺɺ n +1
y
2

where the constant time step t is commonly chosen to be smaller than the critical time step tc = x/cl, with cl the speed of the
longitudinal wave in the medium. The accuracy of the numerical solution is governed by two parameters such as the horizon 
and the m=/x ratio [45].

3. The Proposed Failure Criterion
The criterion presented in the following is based on the stress field tensor and takes inspiration from the approach proposed
in [40]. According to the correspondence model introduced by Silling [42], which allows to adopt in state-based PD theory, the
constitutive material models described in terms of the stress tensor of the classical theory, a nonlocal approximation of the
deformation gradient tensor can be represented by means of the following expression




F =  ∫ ω〈p − x〉Y〈p − x〉 ⊗ (p − x)dVp  K−1



 Hx

(10)

where K is the symmetric positive definite shape tensor defined as
K = ∫ ω〈p − x〉(p − x) ⊗ (p − x)dVp

(11)

Hx

Consequently, Piola stress tensor σ can be expressed as
σ = σ̂ (F)

(12)

where σ̂ represents a general function between the stress and the strain tensor. In this work, due to the assumption that the
material is linearly elastic and isotropic, the stress and strain components are related through the well-known Hooke’s
constitutive law as





∂u



∂x
σ xx   K + µ K − µ 0  
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σ  =  K − µ K + µ 0  

 yy  


∂
y
σ   0

0
µ  
 xy  
 1  ∂u ∂v 

 

 2  ∂y + ∂x 

 

(13)

with u and v the displacements along x and y reference system, respectively. Therefore, (8)-(11) allow to determine the
state of stress (see Fig. 1a) at each node of the domain regardless of the presence of cracks in the specimen. The idea proposed by
this criterion is based on the assumption that a node of the grid is identified as a potential candidate for introducing the fracture
when the tension at that point reaches a critical tension according to the failure criteria adopted by the classical theory of
mechanics.
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Fig. 1. The strategy for choosing the source node as “potential” failure node: (a) calculation of the stress tensor at the source node, (b) the source
node is selected if σ1 ≥ σt , (c) the source node is selected if σ 2 ≥ σ t .

Fig. 2. Strategy adopted for breaking a bond.

We highlight the term “potential” to remark that, differently from the classical theory of mechanics, PD deals with bonds. Let
us give insight into the criterion proposed in this work. To begin with, we employ the criterion named Maximum Normal Stress
Criterion (MNSC) commonly used to predict the failure of brittle materials. According to MNSC, a node x will be marked as failed if
its maximum principal stress exceeds the uniaxial tensile strength σt of the material. Alternatively, the node will be marked as
failed if the minimum principal stress is lower than the uniaxial compressive strength σc of the material. Fig. 1 shows the
application of MNSC for the only case of tensile stress. If the criterion is satisfied, we evaluate the stress σb at the family
node p along the direction of the bond ξ = p − x , recalling the Cauchy’s relation in matrix form, as

σ b , x   σ x + σ y σ x − σ y
 cos (α )

 

cos (2α ) + σxysin (2α ) 
+
σ b, y  =  2
2
  sin (α )



(14)

where σb, x and σb, y are the corresponding components in the reference system (x,y); moreover, α denotes the angle between
the bond and the x-axis evaluated at the family node. Therefore, the breakage of the bond will be activated if σb ≥ σt or if σb ≤ σc .
Fig. 2 shows the adopted approach for the case of tensile stress. The proposed approach might be also applied for non- uniform
grids such as dual-horizon peridynamics [46-47] or in the context of other meshless methods [48]. Moreover, the proposed
criterion is not limited to the 2D cases but it can be extended to 3D cases. We want to remark that although our method takes
inspiration from the one developed in [40], the breakage of the bond is based on the use of two approaches which are completely
different. Indeed, in [40] two methods are used in order to decide if a bond should be broken, the ﬁrst one utilizes the equivalent
strain which is a measure of the shearing strain and the second one considers the averaged value of the volumetric strain
(dilatation) obtained for the principle directions which is given by the summation of the three strain invariants.

4. Numerical Results
The effectiveness of the proposed failure criterion to capture the mix-mode fracture is shown by simulating numerically three
benchmark problems. The analyses are carried out by performing both the m-convergence and the -convergence so that the
influence of the PD parameters on the simulated fracture paths is evaluated. For the former convergence, the horizon length is
maintained constant increasing the number of nodes enclosed in it, while for the latter convergence, the number of nodes
enclosed inside the horizon is kept constant reducing the horizon length. In-house codes are developed by means of the
commercial software Matlab for the numerical implementation of the Ordinary State-Based theory. The computational time of the
simulations carried out in the following is approximately in the range of 9-10 h for the most refined peridynamic grids. Moreover,
for all cases treated the crack speed is always lower than the theoretical upper limit of crack speed (Rayleigh wave speed).

4.1 PMMA plate subjected to mixed-mode loads
The first benchmark problem concerns a square pre-cracked plate with size 2w = 150 mm, thickness tb = 5 mm, and an initial
crack of length 2a = 45 mm subjected to a static traction load by means of a universal tensile testing machine (see Fig. 3). The
problem was experimentally performed in [49] and it consists of a specimen that is loaded diagonally by two opposite
concentrated loads.
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Fig. 3. The set-up: the square pre-cracked plate diagonally loaded [49].

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 4. The fracture paths observed in [49] of the specimen for different initial crack inclinations: (a)  = 0° (Pure mode I), (b)  = 30°,
(c)  = 45°, (d)  = 62.5° (Pure mode II).

Varying the initial crack inclination  leads the crack to propagate from the pure mode I ( = 0°) to the pure mode II ( = 62.5°),
while for inclinations enclosed inside that range the crack propagates under a mixed-mode I -II loading (see Fig. 4). The cases
analysed in [48] and simulated in this work comprise the inclinations  = 0°, 30°, 45°, 62.5°; the same benchmark problem was
numerically studied in [50, 51] by applying the classical failure methods adopted by the PD community. The grid used for the
simulation with the applied boundary conditions is displayed in Fig. 5. The results obtained for the -convergence and mconvergence are displayed in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, respectively. Fig. 6 shows how the reduction of the horizon size leads the simulated
cracks to be closer to the experimental crack patterns. This shows a good agreement with the experimental results when the
horizon has a size equals to 4 mm, except for the case of the pure mode II in which the simulated crack propagates by deviating
slightly from the experimental path. An improvement of the results is obtained by adopting the m-convergence (see Fig. 7); in
particular, when the m-ratio is set to 4. However, a certain sensitivity to the PD parameters (horizon and m-ratio) on the results
obtained with MNSC criterion may be observed, this mainly relies in the lack of data concerning the length-scale of the material
involved in the specimen. Indeed, as stated in [36], the horizon should be selected according to the length-scale of the material
which is related to its microstructure. Moreover, a m-ratio higher than 6 should be selected in order to reduce the dependence of
crack propagation on orientation of regular grids, as shown in [52]. Finally, in Fig. 8, a comparison between the proposed failure
criterion and that one based on the critical stretch is displayed, showing how the MNSC criterion is capable of predicting the
mixed-mode loading (with reference to the cases  = 30° and  = 45°) better than the critical stretch-based criterion. However,
slight differences may be observed between the experimental paths and the simulated ones in consequence of the elastic waves
generated by the dynamically applied load and also by the local imperfections of the real plates, when compared to the flawless
simulated ones.
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Fig. 5. PD grid with the applied boundary conditions and visualization of the network of bonds where the initial crack is introduced.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 6. The results for -convergence (m-ratio = 4) with MNSC criterion: (a) α = 0°, (b) α = 30°, (c) α = 45°, (d) α = 62.5°. The red line represents the
experimental crack path.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. The results for m-convergence ( = 5 mm) with MNSC criterion: (a) α = 0°, (b) α = 30°, (c) α = 45°, (d) α = 62.5°. The red line represents the
experimental crack path.
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(d)
Fig. 7. Continued.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 8. Comparison between MNSC and critical stretch criterion for the case of  = 4 mm and m-ratio = 4: (a) α = 30°, (b) α = 45°, (c) α = 62.5°. The red
line represents the experimental crack path.

Fig. 9. The set-up of the loading condition for the three-points bending test [53].
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4.2 Impact of a PMMA pre-notched beam
The second benchmark problem concerns a pre-notched beam subjected to an impact load tested experimentally in [53] and
numerical simulations are carried out in [53, 54]. As shown in Fig. 9, a three-point bend specimen of length L = 430 mm, width W =
100 mm, thickness tb = 10 mm and an initial crack of length 2a = 50 mm is hit by a hammer on the upper side of the specimen at
the off-centre of its length. The loading eccentricity is deﬁned as e = l/(L/2), as reported in [53], only the cases with a loading
eccentricity of e = 0 and e = 0.1 are analyzed. Fig. 10 shows the snapshots of the crack patterns captured during the experiment
performed in [53].
Both -convergence and m-convergence are carried out to evaluate the effects of the horizon size and the number of nodes
enclosed within the horizon on the fracture path. An example of PD grid adopted for the analysis is shown in Fig. 11. A velocity of
v = 5 m/s is imposed on few nodes of the upper side of the model (red circles shown in Fig. 11) and the roller support constraints
are applied on the left and right lower side of the model as shown by the green triangles in Fig. 11. A critical time step of ∆tc = 300
ns is adopted to solve numerically the equation of motion (6) for the ﬁnest grid characterized by a grid spacing ∆x = 0.6 mm,
horizon  = 3 mm and m-ratio = 5; moreover, a plane stress condition is assumed. The mechanical properties of the PMMA
material are: Young’s modulus E = 2.94 GPa, Poisson’s ratio  = 0.3, and mass density ρ = 1190 kg/m3. Due to the lack of data given
in [53], regarding the tensile strength of the specimens tested, a tensile strength t = 5 MPa is chosen so that the crack for the case
e = 0 starts propagating approximately at time 156 ms; see [53] for more details. In addition, as explained previously, the fracture
is set to be activated by using only the tensile strength since brittle materials are weak in tension.
Fig. 12 shows the simulated crack paths at time t = 210 ms for the case e = 0.1, while for the case e = 0 no results are shown
since all the simulations perfectly satisfy the symmetry of the treated problem (as shown in the previous benchmark problem).
Interestingly, Fig. 12a indicates how the reduction of the horizon leads the simulated cracks to match better the experimental
path; besides, the paths look to be slightly longer. This may be explained as a consequence of adopting the suggested value for
the tensile strength of the material. However, Fig. 12b shows how the slope of the crack path obtained by the most refined grid is
in good agreement with the experimental crack. Finally, Fig. 13 shows a comparison between the PD results obtained with the
finest grid and other numerical results given in [53] and that one given by PD with the critical stretch-based failure criterion. This
remark points out how the proposed stress criterion MNSC applied to PD is capable to capture almost accurately the experimental
crack.

4.3 Impact of a pre-notched concrete beam
The last benchmark problem concerns the mixed mode fracture of a three point bending test where a beam made of concrete
is impacted by a cylinder projector with initial velocity of 0.05 m/s at the center of its upper side [55], the set-up is shown in Fig.
14. In [55], three cases are studied experimentally and numerically depending on the different position of the notches with
respect to the center of the beam. The same problem is studied numerically in [56]. In this work, only one case of mixed mode
fracture is carried out in order to compare our stress-based failure criterion with the classic critical stretch. The material has the
following mechanical properties: Young’s modulus E = 29 GPa, Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.2, mass density ρ = 2400 kg/m3, fracture energy
release rate G = 31.1 J/m2 and tensile strength σt = 3 MPa. The grid has 45600 nodes with grid spacing ∆x = 0.67 mm and m-ratio = 5,
the model with the applied boundary conditions are shown in Fig. 15. A critical time step of ∆tc = 150 ns is adopted to solve
numerically the equation of motion (6) and the plane stress condition is considered.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 10. High-speed photographs captured in [53] of the dynamically fracturing specimen: (a) e = 0, (b) e = 0.1.

Fig. 11. The PD grid with the applied boundary conditions and visualization of the network of bonds where the initial crack is introduced.
Journal of Applied and Computational Mechanics, Vol. 8, No. 2, (2022), 617-628
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(b)

Fig. 12. Results for: (a) -convergence (m-ratio = 3), (b) m-convergence ( = 3 mm). The red line represents the experimental crack pattern.

Fig. 13. Comparison between the PD results obtained with the most refined grid ( = 3 mm, m = 5) and the results reported in [53] and the results
obtained with PD by applying the critical stretch-based failure criterion.

Fig. 14. Set-up of the three-point bending experiment [55].

The results obtained with the stress-based failure criterion and the critical stretch are shown in Fig. 16 and Fig. 17, respectively.
It can be notice how the crack path obtained by using the stress-based failure criterion fits the experimental fracture patterns
better than the one obtained by using the classic critical stretch. We can draw the conclusion that the proposed method is more
suitable for capturing the mixed mode fracture.
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Fig. 15. The PD grid with the applied boundary conditions and visualization of the network of bonds where the initial crack is introduced.

Fig. 16. Fracture path obtained with the stress-based failure criterion; The black line represents the experimental crack patterns.

Fig. 17. Fracture path obtained with the critical stretch failure criterion; The black line represents the experimental crack patterns.

5. Conclusion
A novel failure criterion based on the stress field has been proposed in this study for predicting the dynamic crack
propagation in brittle materials under mixed-mode I-II loading conditions. The proposed criterion is simple to be implemented
numerically and allows to use the well-known failure criteria developed from the classical local theory of mechanics in the
framework of ordinary state-based peridynamic theory. The results obtained by analyzing the benchmark problems carried out in
this work show how the crack predicted by this approach is in good agreement with the experimental results, especially for
mixed-mode loading conditions. Indeed, the approach is capable to capture the onset fracture slope of the growing crack and
consequently, the final crack path observed experimentally. Moreover, better results are obtained by applying the proposed
method with respect to the critical stretch-based commonly adopted in peridynamics.
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